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ONE of the landscape exhibitions under review is the solo by Larry
Horowitz at Nardin Galleries in Somers; the other is an anthology on
view in the Gallery at Hastings-on-Hudson. The displays have their
individual merits, but it is when taken in tandem that they make their
strongest impact.

Mr. Horowitz has a decade of solos to his credit, in places as far apart
as Manhattan and Texas and Jerusalem. He obtained his bachelor of
fine arts degree at Purchase College, where he counted among his
teachers Paul Resika, Nicolas Marsicano and Tal Streeter. But to
judge from the 50 works at Nardin, all of them produced during the last 20 or so years, the
artist's formative influence has been Wolf Kahn, in whose studio he served as an assistant
from 1978 to 1985.

The evidence is obvious in the densely hatched pastels. It is also visible in the artist's way
with color, but to a lesser extent, for while he will introduce, say, a passage of pure cobalt
blue or bright tangerine, he seems reluctant to go all the way with his mentor, who can
render nature in hues that are staggeringly unnatural. If anything, Mr. Horowitz performs
best in muted tones like the filmy blues, greens and grays in the etching-aquatint "Croton
Heights" and the range of tans in "Beach Haze," a pastel.

Hardly less seductive, though, is the postcard-size pastel of a night sky crisscrossed with
black tree trunks. Pastel is the medium in which the artist stays the course and, hence,
produces his best work. As a painter, he tends toward the schematic and sometimes seems
to lose interest in his subject. There are a few gray skies and one that is entirely red, but on
the whole the images are benign. Mr. Horowitz is not one to probe the depths, but he does
not stray into the picturesque either.

Lester Kane has organized many a show for the Gallery at Hastings-on-Hudson, but in
"The Nature of Landscape" he seems to have outdone himself. To contemplate this group
of 14 painters is to realize that choosing art can itself be an art. Most of the pictures come
from Manhattan galleries, and since these establishments cannot treat a supplicant
curator capriciously, chances are Mr. Kane did not always get exactly what he wanted.

Nevertheless, his show seems as much a personal statement as any of the works it
contains. There are no masterpieces, but neither are there mediocre works or the craft
items masquerading as art that so often infiltrate suburban shows.

The curator may be something of an ascetic, but he is not immune to painterly effects.
Examples are the images of Adele Alsop and Daisy Craddock, both of whom favor fluid
pigment. Ms. Alsop drains the oil from hers to produce a matte surface; she also simplifies
vegetation so that it becomes an almost Symbolist pattern of rounded forms in greens and
yellows, which is laid against a blue sky and white clouds.
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Ms. Craddock's imagery is not that different, but her paint is lusher, her colors more

varied, and, inspired perhaps by Abstract Expressionism, she tends to fill her canvases

with flowers and trees -- and always with an eye to light. Still, the most upbeat of the

artists is Jane Freilicher, represented by one of her characteristic Long Island landscapes -

- a view of green fields under a blue sky, which is seen through a window divided by white

muslin curtains.

Paint quality is also a factor in the ambiguous canvases of Diane Green. These

Expressionistic images abounding in dribbles and passages of impasto can be read as

abstractions, still lifes or landscapes.

Nevertheless, somber images dominate the show, and the most impressive of them is

Idelle Weber's "Short Thunder." It is a squarish canvas filled with a stretch of toxic-looking

yellow water interrupted by tufts of black grass, which lies under an equally black sky. To

give the impression of rain and hence heighten the sense of desolation, Ms. Weber blurs

the edges of her shapes until they become furry.

Smaller but also very striking is Nancy Brett's black canvas inscribed with random

scratches and illuminated by a small plume of gray smoke. This is titled "Splash," and

aptly so, for it recalls images of trench warfare in World War I.

Similar in mood but watery in character are the two dark green images by Susan

Hambleton, both of which are flecked by dots and fine strokes of yellow, red and paler

green. Tom Uttech's scenes of water, boulders and conifers with serpentine roots could be

settings for Nordic myths. All the more disconcerting, therefore, is the news that the artist

does his work in Canadian Indian territory.

Another traveling painter is Michael Thornton-Smith. In Connecticut, he portrays rolling

hills, yellowing grassland and fluffy trees around Litchfield; in East Africa, the artist

addresses Savannah country -- vast and empty but for countless black, umbrella-shaped

trees.

The closest the show comes to Conceputualism is in the paintings of Mitche Kunzman and

Doug Martin. Mr. Kunzman does multiple images of sage-green hills under a vivid blue

sky and frames them in groups. Pictures that at first seem static turn out to be packed with

incident -- exquisitely textured vegetation and tiny necklaces of white fenceposts. Some

sections are glazed by rectangles of red and yellow; others interrupted by a word or

number.

Expect the unexpected from Mr. Kunzman and, to some extent, from Mr. Martin, too. This

artist focuses on the Adirondack landscape, painting it in fine gray brushstrokes on survey

maps of the region. The fusion of geometry and illusionism succeeds so well as to seem

perfectly natural. Michael Abrams, Jeffrey Blondes and Julian Hatton are the show's other

participants.

If Mr. Horowitz traverses the surface of landscape, the Hastings artists mine it and,

between them, they prove that the Romantic movement continues unabated.

The Nardin show closes Nov. 17; call 276-8485 for information. The miscellany at

Hastings continues through Nov. 26; that information number is 478-4141.

Photos: Paintings by Larry Horowitz: "Intimate Farm," above; "ForestMount Holly," top

right, and "Stormy Panorama."
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